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By Kenyon

Fellow Alumni
Very shortly you will receive
in the mail an appeal for funds
towards the upkeep of the Permanent Secretarys Office This
new office instituted this year
under the direction of the Alumni Council has acpomplished
much and has already proved
a worthy asset to carrying on
constructive
efficient work
both from the Alumni and
College standpoint Do not fail us
in helping to broaden this work
In the coming appeal note hoio
easy we have tried to make it
for you to make a contribution
Sincerely yours

nan lonignt

Young Huff Take
Modern Drama

PRE MEDICAL COURSE DEVELOPED
BY THORNTON SANTEE
ASSEMBLY SPEAKER
Approved System Puts Stress On
Studies Other Than Sciences

Developed by Dr Charles Thornton and Dr Frederick
Santee a new pre- medical curriculum has been recently approved by the faculty It is the purpose of this plan to organize the studies of the pre- medical student to meet the specified as well as the unspecified requirements of the medical
schools
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Hall the first of
This Evening in Nu Pi Kappa
the Kenyon Spring plays will be presented by the Dramatic
is the attraction and
My Hearts in The Highlands
Club
Tom Huff and Don Young team with Dramatic Club PresiH-

pnt John Cavender in starring roles
The play takes place in Fresno
allegCalifornia and is really an
ory on the old theme of the poet
to go to work and
who refuses
Written
inspiration
rive up his
Saroyan the play is
hV William
u
all in one aci aim
players remain on stage almost all Lxplains

folfe Discusses

Russo German Pact

uui
The cast

U1C

a small one for

Keny-

on efforts is
Johnny s
Johnny Tom Huff
Jaspgrandmother Helen Young
er McGregor Don Young Mr
vnv rciirl Mast
Esther his
Kute
Helen Ransom
daughter
Apley
Jim Wende Philip Carmi
Henry
chael
William Sawyer
David Feagans
Mr Wiley George
DeGraff
Mr Cuningham Chase
Bob Brown
Husband
Small
Wife Ruth Johnson
Wallace John
Albach

Oberlin

Kenyon

Festival

Speech

Round Of T K

First

Completed

Contest

Yesterday afternoon 4 Oberlin
and 6 Kenyon men engaged
in a dual
college speaking festival
This type of meet is characteristic
of the
second semester forensic
men

activity
The meet consisted of a
pair of debates discussion groups
and
extemporaneous
The discussion
was in charge of

speaking

of
professor
and collaborator with Professor Eubank of
University of Wisconsin in writing a text on the technique of discussion
The TKA Contest was
judged by Professor Auer
The meet began at
1030 in the
morning
and continued till the
TKA first round
began at 400
J

Jeffery

Auer
at Oberlin

speech

The Kenyon

men who participated
Hoffman Albach McUeary McMullin and Bakely
A similar
affair will be held with
abash College next Tuesday It
VU be the
first time that the two
Wools Wabash and Kenyon will
raeet in any
event This accordfS to Dr Black Kenyons proessor of speech is especially interesting because the two schools
aie very similar
and unique in
neir states
Both are the only
noncoed non sectarian
liberal
college in their
respective
ates of Indiana
and Ohio Both
Continued on Page 6
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9arl Ransom Ganter of the
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Decides Mans Race

Revman military exDerts are
working with the Russian officers
m advisory capacity m tne present Russian
exDedition against
Finland said Henry C wolte mternational traveler and author of

During the past week Kenyon
faculties and students have had
the privilege of hearing several
lectures and informal talks by Mr
R Ellis Roberts of London England journalist critic and lecturer
Although Mr Roberts was originally asked to speak only at the
Thursday Lenten service and to a
faculty group he graciously consented to give several other informal talks On Thursday night
he read a paper on W B Yeats
before members and guests of the
Nu Pi Kappa Society
Friday
morning he spoke to an English
Novel class on Thomas Hardy
and Sunday afternoon
President
Chalmers invited the students of
the college to hear Mr Roberts
read poetry at Cromwell House
Mr Roberts
whose speaking
manner is as pleasant and easy to
listen to as his writings are to
read was a close friend of many
of the English writers of the late
19th and early 20th centuries and
he is able to illustrate his critical
writings with numeous personal
anecdotes
Several recent magazine articles
by Mr Roberts have been put on
display in the periodical room at
the college library Included in
this group is one particularly interesting and amusing one on
Sherlock Holmes His critique of
modern American literature which
he read before a faculty group will
appear soon in the Saturday Review of Literature
Mr Roberts and Mrs Roberts
who has been in Gambier with her
husband left yesterday for Baltimore
Later in the spring Mr
Roberts will lecture at several colleges in the south

The German Octopus and numer
ous magazine articles in the col
lege assembly last Tuesday After
which
the Treaty of Versailles
prevented Germany from developing an army within its borders
he continued the German military
and technical experts went to Russia and aided in organizing and
developing the Russian army and
at the same time had the opportunity to gain experience for their
own future use After the German
army was organized the two armeven
ies continued to cooperate
while Hitler and Stalin were defaming each other
This army cooperation laid the
foundation upon which has been
built the present Russo- German
agreement The main purpose of
this agreement was to improve
trade relations between Russia
What advantage
and Germany
tViiq inrrpas prl trade will brine to
Germany during the present war
is still m cioudi Decause me inuasian railroad system is in very poor
Eastman Urges
condition and it is broad gage
system
railroad
German
the
Since
Grads To Help
uses the conventional narrow gage
transferred
be
must
all goods
from Russian to German cars at
According to Anthony D Eastthe German frontier This causes man Director of Admissions the
of
great delay in the delivery
important work of selecting next
Continued on Page 6
years freshman class is progressing very satisfactorily
The success of Admissions
said Mr
work in any college
depends primarily on
Eastman
the degree of cooperation which
alumni of the College are willing
to give to the Admissions Office
I have been much pleased and encouraged by the loyalty and coLast of Concerts
of Kenyon men
operativeness
Features Pianist
Many of them have sent in the
names of outstading boys whom
No professors no conservatories
they know and have been generis
the
this
prizes
no
patrons
no
Continued on Page 6
education
musical
unconventional
Iturbi
Miss
claims
Amparo Iturbi
who will present the last of three
Community concerts at the Me- Dr Peirce Helps
morial theater in Mt Vernon
Wake Up America
Tuesday March 12 has had only
her famed brother
one teacher
Jose
On February 6 Dr Peirce spoke
She was born in Valencia Spam over station WHK Cleveland on
and as she grew up worked with the program Wake Up America
and modeled herself after her The subject of the forum was
brother But that she has developFor LaWhat System Is Best sponsored
ed a style of her own is amply bor
was
program
The
demonstrated by such press dis- by the American Economic Founpatches as the following from dation of which Mr Fred G Clark
Ai- o
last Mav Amparo 13 is chairman He is also chairnigm
Iturbi made her debut last night
man of the Crusaders
and received a tremendous ovation
re
The broadcast was attended by
Critics gave her enthusiastic
number of Kenyon Alumni whoa
a
accorded
views which are seldom
part in the discussion In
took
city
to newcomers in this
to Mr Turner Alumni Secreletter
Miss Iturbis American conceit tary Mr Clark said Dr Peirce
in May lyf
Detroit
v
W 00 in
debut
UCUUL was
ill jiv
excellent job He has a perhas appeared as did anradio
Since then she
voice and his backj
Pni
kt
fect
j
soloist witn ine iic
experience lend auand
ground
Orchestra
Symphony
harmonic
harmon
statements and anhis
to
thority
the Ch licaso Symphony tne run swers to his questions The next
pHoinhin Orchestra
the
tne Toronto
iu
adelphia
same program
v
unH Vnnne- stown Sym night we put the
where he was
iiaiiiumgi
Youngstown
in
Angeies
Los
the
Dhonies and with
Possibly I
better- if that
at the Hollywooa evenhoping
Philharmonic
we will be fortuthat
am
iroaacdsu
sbP has also
enough to have him with us
twice on the Ford Sunday Evening nate
often
Hour
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E J FISHER

Edgar J Fisher Assistant Director of the Institute of Interna
tional Education and former Dean
of Robert College in Istanbul Tur
key will speak to the College assembly this week on the topic
The New Struggle for Power in
the Near East
Dr Fisher received his A B
and A M degrees from the Uni
versity of Rochester and his Ph
D in History and Political Science
from Columbia University After
teaching in this country he went
to Robert College at Constantinople
now Istanbul Turkey
in
1913 During the two most significant decades of modern times
from 1913 to 1934 he was Professor of History and Political
Science at this important American institution along the Bosphorus and was for fourteen years its
Dean Dr Fisher spent the aca
demic year 1933- 1934 in residence
at the American University
of
Beirut Syria lecturing and traveling in Syria Lebanon Palestine
the Holy Land Transjordan and
Egypt

The years cf his work and residence abroad included the Great
War the Armistice
the revolumovetionary and nationalistic
ments of the post- war period As
a student of the history and culture of the ancient centers of civilization in the area that was
formerly under the sway of the
Ottoman Sultans Dr Fisher gained a particular insight into the
understanding of the peoples there
their qualities and problems their
religious and social conditions
their hopes and aspirations As
teacher and administrator at Robert College he came into close
contart with the peoples of the
Near East and had unrivalled opportunities to observe and appraise at first hand the significent
changes that have been taking
place in Central Europe Eastern
Europe and Western Asia While
living at the Asiatic- European
divide Dr Fisher made trips almost annually to Western Europe
and came to appreciate and understand the urgent necessity for im
proving the fundamental relationships between the Eastern and
Western nations

Kokosing Causes
Alarm On Hill

Chemistry 11 14
Comparative Anatomy
Embryology

Chemistry 31 32
Med
History of Biol

Full River Floods
Doolittle Flats
With the overflow of the enraged Kokosing alarm has been
felt on Gambier Hill Predicting
a two hundred foot rise of the
mighty torrent Art Cox has completed his plans to lay up a three
week supply of rations in the
L FredMiddle Leonard parlor
South
dapper
eric Treleaven
Leonard playboy insurance scion
has organized the local Boy Scout
Geo
troop for first aid work
Deacon DeGraff is rumored to be
offering libations to the Gods
Christian pagan and otherwise in
reparation for College transgressions and for fair weather
The swollen river now a muddy
grey has completely flooded the
flats
Doolittle
Richard
famed
leaving wanton destruction in its
With the probable continpath
uance of Marchs untimely rains
veteran students and amateur
weathermen are predicting a repitition of the flood of 37 with its
crippling of the power lines Most
concerned with so unfortunate a
circumstance was Mr D Gallagher
Fe- agans of Winnetka
Gambier
exclaimed
he
and
Charlets
Goodness me I wont be able to
sit up nights studying if the lights
go out

French

English
Speech

1

German
Greek
Latin
SECOND YEAR
firo courses from

on e course from

German
Greek
Latin
English
THIRD YEAR
two courses from

on e

French

History
Philosophy

French

German
Greek

Latin

course from
History
Philosophy
Economics
Psychology
Political Science

English
FOURTH YEAR
Electives the same as third year

It has long been felt that the
pure science of medical training
has too often caused the prem- edical
student to lose sight of the
purpose of his pre- medical training The student fails to realize
that the four years of college life
is an essential part of the education of the future doctor
The
doctor of medicine is not produced or trained by the
medical
school alone the undergraduate
school and the professional school
should be viewed as a whole eight
or more years considering the interneship of training to produce a
man capable of appreciating and
understanding his fellow as well
as curing him The latter is sufficiently dealt with by the professional school it is the former that
the undergraduate school should
develop
The professional school shares
this opinion for such phrase as
The chief purpose of collegiate
training is believed to be cultural
It is generally wasteful to pursue studies in the undergraduate
college in subjects which must be
taken in the professional school
is the
general
advice
given
pre- medical students by the medical schools
Students enrolled in this curriculum will be under the advisership
of a committee consisting of a
member of the Biology department Chemistry department and
one of the non- science department
The student will not major in any
subject but will major in the cur

riculum thus the student will be
able to reach into many fields and
will not be forced to concentrate
in one
Most of the pre- medics
have majored in one of the sciences
whose laboratory requirements
consume much time
The introduction of this curriculum has necessitated the revision
of the present comparative anatomy course and the addition of a
new course History of Biology
and Medicine to be taken by the
student during his senior year to
give him a comprehensive view
of the past history of the profession and science which he is going
to enter
During the December of his
senior year the pre- medics will be
g- iven
a comprehensive examina
Lioi which will contain questions
on the basic sciences the required
languages
literature
history
philosophy and apitude test consisting of problems anticipating
the work in medical school Thus
the committee with the result of
this examination and four years
work with the student will have
some index to his abilities and

character

The committee will confer with
the student concerning the choice
of medical school and will make
recomendations according to the
individuals merits
All
social
recommendations will be signed by
the committee as a whole The
student is free of course to secure
individual recommendations

Martin Trilling Vivas To
Discuss Freud in Symposium
Kenyon To Hear Lectures
On Legacy of Doctor
Kenyon College announces as the Larwill Lectures for
1940 a Symposium evaluating THE LEGACY OF SIGMUND
FREUD The Symposium will begin Sunday March 10 at
p m
The first lecture will be deliverby Alexander
Reid Martin
M D
D P M
London phsychiatric Head of the Childrens Aid
Society New York City The subject is Psychoanalysis
and the
Cure of Mental Diseases
The second lecture of the evening will be presented by Lionel
Trilling Ph D
Department of
English Columbia University His
subject
Freuds Literary and
Aesthetic Influence
On Monday night the lectures
will resume the third of the series being a lecture by Eliseo Vivas
Ph D Department of Philosophy
University of Wisconsin
and a
General Discussion led by Dr
Martin
Both sessions will take place in
Philo Hall Kenyon College Gambier Ohio
An informal discussion in which
all three speakers will participate
will be held in the lounge of
Peirce Hall Kenyon College on
Monday March 11 at 2 p m The
public is cordially invited to attend
Dr Trilling recently published a
of Matthew
critical biography
Arnold
Dr Vivas is an Advisory Editor
on the Kenyon Review and at the
present time holds a Guggenheim
Fellowship
ed

i
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two courses from
Mathematics
Physics 1- 2
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Aida To Be Heard
In Record Concert
Offer Verdis

Opera Friday
Two

acts

of

Verdis

everp- opular

Aida will be presented at this
weeks record concert in the
Peirce hall music room Friday
night at 815 Members of the La
Scala Opera Company of Milan
Italy directed by Maestro Carlo
Sabanjo are the artists Dusolina
Gianni familiar to Americans is
in the title role assisted by Aureliano Pertile as Rhadames
and
Ieno Menghini- Cattanoo as Amneris
Aula is the story of an Ethiopian slave- girl who falls in love
with a prominent general of the
Egyptians the conquerors of her
people The first two acts lead up
to the climax in Act 3 when Aida
unwittingly causes her lover to
betray his country After he is
sentenced to be buried alive she
hides herself in the tomb with him
and they die together
The two acts to be presented
contain some of the finest and
most loved music in the opera including Rhadames
aria Celeste
Aula the scene Ritonta Vincilor
by Aida the dance of the priestesses and the stirring chorus
Glurui all Egitto which ends the
second act
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Tuition Raise
Recently the Collegian published a copy of President
Chalmers letter to parents and students announcing the in
crease in tuition This move which is naturally of vital inter
est to alumni seems to be the result of several factors which
have changed the financial outlook of the college in recent
years Nor is Kenyon the only college to feel this pressure
It has become more evident during recent years that the
small college must protect its interests and what with the
poor years for investments almost all the top flight colleges
small and large have recently boosted tuition Harvard and
Ilaverford are the notable exceptions to this list and both of
these institutions have very high endowments
A glance at recent statistics show that as the yield on
Kenyon investments has gone down due to the depression
years the tuition has not taken a corresponding swing up
ward Naturally this step was inevitable if we are to expect
that Kenyon will continue to spend more per year for the
education of each student than any other mens college in

readme the newsoaper nodding his head and
frowning That isnt common sense he mumbles that just
isnt common sense Tell me I interrupt his thoughts what
is common sense That question says Pango thoughtfully is
vprv difficult to answer You use the expression often I ob
ject you must know what it means Yes says Pango but I
can explain it only by tne use or an example uo aneau j
say Im listening
Well Pango begins you know that all the vast government
expenditures were justified by calling them pump priming
The money spent by tne government was supposea lo siuil
nrivate funds to circulate and thus bring prosperity back
through the readjustment of our distribution That exclaims
Pango was not common sense wny not l asK wnen you
pour water into an old fashioned water pump it starts to
draw water
That is right says Pango but that is not what the government did They merely took the water or money from one
well and threw it down another They did not even get close
to the pump which circulates private capital The fact that
the banks are overflowing with cash reserves which they cannot circulate is sufficient proof that private money has not
been encouraged to circulate but even encouraged not to circulate Well I ask perplexed what is the pump of private
capital Business answers Pango But I object the government could not pour money into business Business would
never stand for that kind of government regulation It seems
common sense to me says Pango that business would rather
have government money poured into it than to have its
money dragged out of it by taxation
Well I ask how could this be done This way says Pango
The government could grant money to business both established and new on a forty- sixty basis with the provision that
the governments forty percent could be spent only for hir
ing new men Well I say do you think business would accept
an offer of that kind from the government I dont see why
not says Pango it is common sense that they would benefit
from it Why I ask when they have to borrow sixty percent
from banks to whom they will have to repay it It has always
been the custom says Pango for American businesses to de
sire expansion
But why should they expand I ask when they cannot sell
their total production now That item explains brings in the
factor of price But it is common sense that when production
is increased prices must be lowered That enables everyone
to get articles at less cost and it enables many people to buy
articles who could not buy them before Well 1 ask what dif
ference does all that make to business if they do not make
any more money out or increased production Because explains Pango that is the only justification of a free enter
prise capitalistic economy and if that kind of progress is
not followed the entire system will collapse
In other words I say this method of really priming the
pump is necessary to put our economic system back into good
functioning condition That is right says Pango It sounds
like common sense I say but I still don t know what common
sense is Well says Pango common sense means doing the
Panp- o is

Ohio
The letter also contained the news that scholarship men right thing
on general scholarships will be given the opportunity to
Thats right I say I guess
prove to the Scholarship Committee that their work is deserving of a corresponding increase If it is the Committee
has been authorized to increase these stipends The Kenyon
Prize Scholars will automatically receive the increase Under
these circumstances the tuition change seems to be an unKenon men going through Philo
avoidable inconvenience which was done because it was necHall on their way to various
essary for the future well being of the College
classes have had the opportunity
J A G
of seeing the first exhibition of the
art classes this year A large col-

Kenyon Painting Subjected To The
Scrutiny Of Collegian Art Critic

Letters To The Editor
Gambier Ohio more about matters of etiquette
March 3 1940 that count than we do Nothing is
Editor Kenyan Collegian
more disgusing than the boorish
display which most Kenyon
Dear Sir
The conduct of the Kenyon gentlemen put on in the chapel
students during the Matriculation One might at least have the deService in the chapel last Friday cency to reflect ones home traindeserves I think a letter of criti- ing in church even though one is
cism Such behaviour would have too small to respect the desire of
been disgusting if it had been a others to worship God
Perhaps
matter of grade school children I am assuming too much to asbut among college students it is sume that you have ever had such
Even though the men training If so let me proceed to
intolerable
of the college may have no respect give you the most elementary lesfor the Church they might at sons
least respect the wishes of those
us
Some
not yet reachwho do During the short period of ed that ofstage have
of
sophistication
openprivate devotion before the
is today considered smart
ing of the service there was so which
known as blasphemy
When a
much chattering and yelling that genleman enters
a house conseit was quite impossible even to crated to God
whether he believes
hear the organists prelude the in what the church
represents or
service was further marred by not he is well
bred enough to mainwrestling matches and unnecessary tain an
attitude of everence if only
applause I feel that the disin- out of respect
to the beliefs of
guished guest of the college who ohers
Child play and rowdyism
happened to be attending that ser- are merely
marks of the immature
vice may have an impression of
and of poor home training
the Kenyon gentleman somewhat mind
you have no respect for the
different from that usually held by If
church you might at least reKenyon men
It makes one a- spect
the advantages at Kenyon
shamed to be called a student of
Kenyon College Most interesting College made possible through the
is the fact that the freshmen con- endowments of the church and of
duced themselves in a way far churchmen
I am particularly disgusted with
superior to that of the upper classmen I have no doubt that their Episcopal
undergraduates who
upper- classmen fraternity brothers havent got enough grit to stand
will soon instruct them in the on their two feet and stand up for
proper way to participate in the the religion which they professed
Church service
I suppose that in their Baptism and Confirmation
one should be pleased with the vows
Applauding disrespect for
improvement over last years ser- a faith purchased at the cost of
vice
at least hymnals and life and limb marks you as a traiprayer books were not thrown tor to your God and Church Frathrough the nave
but there is ternity and other such rituals are
still much to be desired I suggest looked upon with a holier than
that Kenyon men consider serious- holy awe and yet you have the
ly the qualities which constitute face to cheapen the most
sacred
a gentleman
ritual of all the ritual of your religion of which you are not at all
Sincerelv vours
A KENYON GENTLEMAN worthy
If being a gentleman at Kenyon
Gentlemen
means that one has to have a
Kenyon men have always prid- crude personality
covered with a
ed themselves on being gentlemen very
thin and cheap veneer of
and are among the firs to con- would be sophistication
I will have
demn any insignificant breach of none of it I
hope that what I
etiquette Like most pseudoge- ntlemen have said
will
penetate through
we overlook the basic tenet the
of courtesy Even the most ignor- at calloused conformity shells of
least
a
ant ditch- digger seems to know gentlemen few of the Kenvon

lection the group of oils fills all
and testifies to
available space
the rapidly growing interest in
painting among Kenyon men
The larger part of the show is
most of
devoted to landscapes
which were painted from Pierce
Hall Tower and so corespondingly
from oblique angles The rest with
the exception of a portrait are still
lifes
The landscapes constitute the
best part of the exhibition
the
still lifes with the exception of
several studies of a bowl of onions are dull and of not much interest The reason for this is not
the fault of the painters but
rather involved in the mechanics
of the subjects from which they
painted
Undoubtedly
there are
problems
inherent in the subject matter but arbitrarily the
problems are not of much moment That is to say the problems
lack subtlety to the point of being
merely mechanical and good intentions and faithfulness in reproducing them does not lessen their
obviousness
The studies of onions to which
am referring display on the
whole the most imaginative originality to be found in the exhibition
Of course there is an exception
or two McNarys Indian Bowl
which is interesting for its dramatic qualities
and Hocmans
Study
of
Oranges
which
dispite its frivolous colours has
good painting quality and a certain amount of compositional subtlety But among the good onion
studies Cavenders in particular
ought to be mentioned He has
added greater complexity and better colour contrasts by the injection of imaginative treatment in
the background McNarys too has
been helped by his attention to
the background
particularly in
varying the intensity of the red
Smith also gets some interesting
results by the substitution of a red
checked cloth beneath the bowl of
onions
I

Among the landscapes Cavender again comes to the fore with
less than a quarter of his canvas
View of Gambier
I refer to the
lower right hand corner There he

flashes from other pans
Wp start out with a little the Worlds Greatest Opting
Drayma familiar to one and is before you know now
The old maid who pIr
all of youse childrens and
particluarly appropriate at down a folding bed and tht
looks under it
this time of weather
Urchin
Colleeiate Whats the big
to
like
Doctor
have
my
Id
raincoat
idea wearing
His roommate Its raining quart of blood for a trar
You wouldnt want your suit fusion can you give it
Student I can only gjv
to get wet would you
you a pint I gotta shave t
Analyst
morrow
Varieties
This thine which follows
seems to be very popular on
The Jester comes thro
the other campi at least its with this bit
most
of
of
eoinsr the rounds
I icant some grapes t
the publications
my
sick husband Do
Soph Come on take a bain knoiv
if any poison has bet
get
up
get
cleaned
Ill
and
on these you have
sprayed
you a date
ean
x
maam
No
youll have
cautiously
Frosh
and then suppose you dont get that at the druggists
get me the date
A limerick
From the Pup whose avow- There was once a man unim
ed policy is quote to win- Who imagined himself quit
now the wheat from the chaff
a shique
and print the chaff unquote
But
the girsl didnt fall
saga
following
comes the
For
the fellow at all
turnand
gears
He shifted
ed to his charming girl com- Cause he only made twent
panion The cars running a
a wique
little badly tonight
Varietit
She raised one eyebrow and
A
And surely you know wk
cynically replied Ye- es
cylinder is going to miss and causes trees to become pet
in a few seconds were going fled the wind makes the
to have to stop by the bend
in the river up yonder and rock
blame it on the frip
no I havent any objection to
just one little kiss occasion- Some more frivolity from tt
ally but not from you and Frivol
no Im not interested in takCaptain Why didnt yi
ing a drink from the bottle
you carry around just in case salute me yesterday
emergenof an emergency
Private I didnt see yo
cies like this and yes Im
sometimes a prude and I sir
dont love you just a wee wee Captain Good I was air
bit and yes I know my eyes you were repeating it for tij
are attractive and I realize sake of those who haver
you dont say this to every- run afoul it yet
body
Pledge at dinner tatt
And if you didnt know who
Must I eat this egg
Active Yer dern toatin
Silence
Pledge The beak too
Song In Publication
Collegian archk
new collection of Kenyon
songs has just been brought out
out on the Hill Called The Kenyon Singers Song Book
it contains both the words and music of
eighteen songs in mimeographed
form The cost is 25 cents in Gambier or by mail 30 cents and tax
paid
This collection prepared because
Songs of Kenthe older book
yon
edited by Alfred Kinsley
Taylor 06 is now out of print
and the Kenyon Singers needed
some sort of song- book to give
them a text of words and music
that they could agree on The
lack of this has been keenly felt
since the old book ceased to be
available The new collection is of
course a modest one but the hope
is that it may not only serve an
immediate purpose but also stimulate interest in the forming and
printing of a still larger collection
because Kenyon with the pride it
takes in its singing tradition
should not be without a fine Song
Book
Many of the Alumni will probably want copies of The Kenyon
Singers Song Book
Some will
want to learn the newer songs
Others will want to compare what
may be new versions of old songs
with the versions sung in their
own time And above all it is hoped that this book will stimulate
A

at his best He has done
for a section the best piece of
painting m the show Impression
ana firm ana
istic in tecnnic
fresh in colour this one nnrt re
veals that Cavender might become
a reauy good painter Unfortun
ately the rest of the painting i
inferior in my estimation The
great tree plastered in the middle
of the picture is not of sufficient
interest in itself to compensate
for the space it occupies Not only
does it destroy the continuity of
the composition but hardly allows
for the picture to even partially
resolve itself
Brouse has one interesting dandscape in his developing individual
style built in composition on a
series of diamond patterns His
colour spotting is good and in
harmony with his composition
Hoffman has on exhibition an
industrial scene which if the subject matter within it were focused
properly might develope into something really good
There are several other paintings that have commendable elements Among them are works by
Welty Harris Clements and Ciithbert
The most serious lacks in the constructive criticism from Alumexhibition as a whole are compo- ni on how the collection might be
sition and intellectual curiosity
The painting technic is superior to
either one It would be interesting H
to see what might happen if more Hi
interest were paid to the intricities of composiion and a more 51
selective imagination worked upon 1
the conventional subject matter
is
J N
1
is shown

improved either by the Indus
of songs which have fallen out
the current tradition but wh
should be revived or by the
vision of some of the harmot
of the eighteen songs which t
book contains This is certainly
project which should be of interto all Alumni
This book is the Kenyon Singe
own venture both the editings
the financing of it have been d
by them Mail orders should
sent with the remittance of
cents to The Kenyon Singe
Gambier Ohio
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Cummings Addresses
Amherst Assembly
Dr Samuel B Cummings Professor of Psychology at Kenyon
spoke recently before an audience
of students and faculty at Amherst College on the topic
A
Study of Mental Inheritance
Dr Cummings made the trip to
Amherst to discuss in his talk the
current state of the naturenu- rture
theory of inheritance This
theory deals with the age- old discussion of heridity and environment Recently a great deal of
time has been spent in the study
of this field by many of the outstanding psychologists in the country and much advancement has
been made toward a clearer
understanding of it
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WKUb SWIM TO VICT ORY

WINS O CONFERENCE
CHAMPIONSHIP FOR THIRD
CONSECUTIVE TIME

KENYON

McNeill Bows To

Riggs In Finals

Coach
Yankees of Ohio Conference swimming
won
their
third
mermen
consecutive
champion
Tmels Purple
Bowling Green pool last Saturday afternoon
ship in the new
The

Kenyon Star Loses
Championship

Cz4

ti

1

jyf

I

Don McNeill bid for a second
National Indoor Tennis Championship was halted on Saturday in
New York City but it took Bobby
Riggs
ranked as the countrys
best to do it Played before the
largest crowd to jam the seventh
regiment armory since the hey
dey of Big Bill Tilden and Rene
Lacoste Riggs victory in five sets
made him even up with Don as
far as tourney finals go Don took
the Sugar Bowl laurels from Bobby during the holidays The victory also made Riggs the first
man since Tilden to win the Wimbledon national grass court and
national indoor titles in the same

Crkne the conference record in the first event and follow

this up with two more record- breaking performances
undefeated Lords annexed their
urins the afternoon the
victory
of the current campaign
important
fDnth and most

lnel
ij

nutes
distant
Mnnoehan followed tms lm
T
10VrX with a 2277 stunt in
tTp
22- 0yard free style and the
was set by Bob
nal new mark
200- yard
breast
Tanner in the
was clocked m
stroke in which he
of 2 minutes 33
the brilliant time
amassed a total of
defending their title
Kent State who tailThe two leaders
ed
Wooster
were followed by Oberlin
Wittenberg and Bowling
Case
Green in that order
SeThedImelmen

ifi noints in
and nosed out
40 points

Summaries
30- 0Yard

Relay

Won by

Ken-

2
Griffin Tanner Flynn
3Kent State 3 Oberlin Time
New Conference record old
132
mark was 3137
Style Won by
220- Yard Free
K 2 Stewart KS
Monoghan
2277
Time
K
Lehrer
New Conference record old mark
was 2283
50- Yard
Dash Won by Wojno
KSi 2 Westbrook WOOST 3
von

3-

New Grid Schedule
For Kenyon Lords
Purple Eleven Meet
Three New Squads

Time 1494
Megreal OB
Won
200- Yard Breast- Stroke
2 Woyar
KS
K
by Tanner
K
Time
233
Henschel
New Conference mark old mark
3-

was

2357

Yard Free Style Won by
WOOS2 Morse
Stewart KS
3
T
Time 5297
Griffin K
400- Yard Relay
Won by Oberlin Richards Brown Flint Ce2
3 Wooster
cil
Kent State

year

Denisons football team was
notably absent on the Kenyon 1940
schedule as released this morning
by Athletic Director R J Kutler
Other 1939 opponents that are absent from the new schedule are
Holbrook and Findlay The new
squads that face the Purple eleven
next year are Otterbein Marietta
and Rochester
There will be three home engagements and four trips to foreign fields during the coming campaign Marietta occupies the honor spot on the schedule as the

Pioneers come to Gambier on Oct
12
for the Homecoming game
while Bluffton will offer the opposition on Dads Day
Back Row left to right Amon Mgr Henschel Monaghan May Imel Coach Second Row
Sept 28 Capital at Gambier
Oct 5 Otterbein at Westerville Brouse Badger Griffin Smeeth Flynn Front Row Tanner Kingery McCoy R Brouse Henry
Oct 12 Marietta at Gambier
Homecoming
Berno Top
Oct 18 Heidelberg at Tiffin
HEADLINES
Oct 26 Hobart at Geneva N

Time 256
OB
Cecil
2
C
Diving Won by Lawler
3 BrouseK
OB
Cecil
10- 0Yard Dash Won by RichY
3
2 Wojno
KS
ards OB
Time 561
Smeeth K
Won by- N
15- 0Yard Backstroke
WOOST
2 Allen
Griffin K
3-

Lords Lose Again

To

Nov

2

Y

Nov

Rochester at Rochester

Bluffton
Dads Day
9

at

Gambier

Red

Record Breaker
Muffed By Celler
By Associated

Collegiate Press

Charles N Pollack
Harvard
senior has a very very red face

and heres why
When the Crimson relay swimming team decided to make a try
for a new record in the 800 yard
distance
Pollack was chosen to
call out the laps to the swimmers
from the edge of the pool The first
three mermen turned in excellent
times and the fourth member of
the team was well on his way to

breaking the established record
when Caller Pollack became overexcited fell into the water atop
the record- breaker
He fled from the pool

In order to have his men in the

but
possible shape for the coming
start best
track season Coach Kutler has al-

Harvard Crimson
Sees

Kutler Announces
Track Schedule

with the

swimmers doing some tall calling
f their own in his
direction

ready begun indoor practice Kutler wants to take every advantage
the short outdoor preseason train-

he plans to
ing has to offer
have his charges in top shape before the spring thaw makes it possible to go out of doors to practice
Brown
Wende
Puffer
Capt
McMullin
Mast
Shaw Michels
Stevens Huff McPherson Brownare
ing Kaufman and Ahrens
last years varsity men upon whom
Kutler is counting to bear the
brunt of the burden of this years
team In addition to these men the
following sophomores show promise Ledeman J Lewis J Wilson
Reinheimer
W Wilson Sawyer
Anderson
Konopak K i n g e r y
Graham and Lumbert
All other men interested in track
are urged to come out for the
team But Kutler warns that any
slackers will be immediately dropped from the squad Regular attendance at practice is necessary
and any member on the squad who
does not attend regularly will not
be considered eligible for a letter
even though the other requirements
are met Practice begins each afternoon at 445 until further notice

02

FENCING

intermission
Andy Anderson tall Lord for
ward played a fine game under
the basket as well as sharing scor
ing honors for the evening with
Zalar of Heidelberg each with 19

markers

Summaries
KENYON
Amato f
Anderson f
Berno c

Trainer g

G
4
8
3

F

T

3
3

11

19

1317

2

0

5
4

18
G

10

46

F

T

1

19

c

9
2
7

1

15

Henning c
Nelson g
Harmon g

5
5

0
0

10
10

Paolozzi

g

Total
HEIDELBERG

Zalar f
Clark f
Prascher

15
10

2

1

FRED

For This Season

BARRY

3

Lj

x

first fencing team organized in 1902
Arthur J Aubrey The other members were Harry A
Collins
John p nKiU Brandun Theodore M Cartmell Walter T
F
Mathew
Wilbur
Grigsby
A
AnUff
L
Lloyd
Cummings
Maurvy Alien
F Muter and Edward A Rodgers
Its

rnfre

Bahin

above is Kenyons

t nfas

Capt

Chuck Amato by 15 points

Til

I

I

Vm4

fVn

through his great ability at the was
short lived Riggs made an
free throw line
and attackirg
Berno also had the best game unbeatable rally
angled voile s
average on the Lord squad as he with placements
took command of the play
scored on the average of 11 points service
for each of the 14 games in which He won the set and match at 2
he participated Andy Anderson His final service was an ace
who became eligible at the semester though well down the list in Middle Hanna Wins
scoring had the third best aver6-

age in that he tallied his 57 points
in only 7 games
The following list includes only
those men who scored during the
past season
14 59 39 157 1121
Berno
14 60 22 142 1014
Amato
14
28 15
71
507
Logan
69
14 27 15
492
Paolozzi
7 22 13
57
815
Anderson
14
40
12 16
285
Trainer
9 19
14
37
235
Shaw
8
9
3
1
037
Prosser
4
2
0
2
050
Albach
Totals

14 218 142

578

4128

North Leonard Drops
Game To West Wing
West Wing hooped 5 points over
North Leonard to win the A team
basketball this week The winning
men wefe Thompson Moore Lumbert Eckley and Whitcher North
Leonards team was Kleinschmidt
Miller Hardeman
Pierce Davis
and Manchester
Final score 2217
referees Silver and Truitt

From Middle Kenyon

In their intramural basketball
tilt this week the Middle Hanna
outfit capped the boys from Middle
Kenyon by a score of 12 to 5 The
players on the Hanna team were
Lees Borges Reinheimer
Storm
Ahrens and Snellman the M K
Quintet was Greeley Michener
Tyler Penn Kaufman and Kopf
The game was refereed by Silver
and Truitt

40 Track Schedule
The success of this years team
depends mainly on the showing of
last years regulars and the development of several promising sophomores
The schedule for this season is
as follows
Fenn Otterbein Capital Wittenburg
Alleghany
Findlay
and
finally the Ohio Conference at
Bowling Green

FENCING 40

Addresses

W

Jack Berno tall soph center led
the Lord scorers for the season
just completed according to fig
ures issued this morning by btu
Mgr John Silver Bernos season
total of 157 topped the total of

McNeill breezed through his
early matches with little trouble
and then preceded to punctuate
his bid with a smashing three set
victory over Bowden in the semiBowden plays a hard
finals
smashing game and is no set up
for anyone especially on the wood
courts in the Armory Don went
into the final match with plenty
of support and the gallery was
all for him
and
McNeill started service
jumped into a 4- 1 lead taking
Riggs service in the fourth game
He followed up his advantage and
ran out the set at 6- 3 During
this first set Don was hitting with
the same crisp
stinging speed
which made Bowden easy prey
Riggs was no match for Don at
this point
In the second set Riggs versatility and change of pace began to
assert itself and Riggs attacked
more frequently His volleying and
stronger service evened up the
score with Don getting only one
game the second The third set
also went to Riggs at 6- 4
Again in the fourth set the complexion of the match changed
and Riggs who had been a ball
of fire leading at two games to
one fell victim to Dons control
and speed Don was at his best
in this fourth set and Riggs
failed to win another game as
McNeill won five straight
The
game score was 6- 2
The fatal fifth found McNeill

3
71 West Wing Trounces
29
Totals
Score by halves
18
Kenyon
2846 North Leonard Five
32
Heidelberg
2961
Wabash
Bacon
Officials
In the B division of Kenyons
Bechtel Wittenberg
intramural basketball series a
fast West Wing outfit swamped
North Leonard to a score of 48- 0
To
McLeary
The West Wing sharpshooters
were McMurry Mitchell ORourke
Of I R C McDonald and Kohnstamm
The trounced North Leonard
team was Liebman Tausig FitzAt an International Relations simmons Graham Arens and GarClub meeting held in the Lounge ber
Referees were Silver and
no Sunday March 3 R Donald
McCleary was elected to the presi- Truitt
dency after the resignation of Mr
Norman W Reed Jr Mr Lewis
Treleaven was elected Secretary- Kelly
Philo
treasurer the position formerly
McCleary
Mr
by
held
A meeting of the club will be Meeting In Lounge
held on Thursday evening at which
tvio nmcram for the vear will
It is hoped that a
be outlined
On Sunday evening
February
dance with the Lake Erie I R
25 the Rev Father Kelly who is
C Club can be arranged
in charge of college work among
undergraduates and
Louisana State Episcopal
Carrot- topped
University students have formed former director of St Francis
House at the University of Wisa Red- Head Club
The University of Wisconsin box- consin spoke to Philomathesian in
Russ Von Weider coach Merrifield Holt R Kopf Konopak HardeFr
in team has been unbeaten in 32 the lounge of the commons
Kelly discussed a few religious man McDonald
Benseman McNiell
McMurry
Storm Borges
consecutive home matches
Dean C E Edmondson of In- conceptions and told of his work Michels Mondey
St Francis House Mr Bardiana University is national facul- at
rett was also present
ty billiard champion

Presidency

Il
i-

Quintet

157 Points High

It cant happen here but it did
The West Wings B team shut out
the North Leonard B squad 48- 0 in
an intramural game last Wednesday night
The athletic depart
ment received a note of sorrow
from the U of Detroit officials for
the actions of their fencing team
Apology accepted Mike Peters
The thin- clad members of the
Lord track squad have been working out regularly during the past
couple of weeks Coach Kutler received bad news last week when
he learned that the docs would
not let Michaels and Puffer compete
Coach Paul Snyder of the
Mansfield swimming team announced last week that his Tyger
mermen would use Shaffer pool
occasionally as the home pool
The Lords are at the present lacking a tennis mentor but chances
are bright for the return of Bruce
Wabash
Barnes to the hill
Ind college has been booked for
grid engagements in 42 and 43
A moments tribute to one of
Ohios finest sportsman Jim Durfee Jim was one of Kenyons best
friends and a familiar figure on
the campus during the past 30
years His death in Columbus during the past week has been felt
Spring
throughout the nation
football will start with indoor
Adv Wanted
workouts today
A prospect standing six feet tall
195 pounds
a 10 second man
knows everything and is a triple
threat Anyone near these specifications please report to Coach
Hafeli on second floor of gym

Kenyon

cagers went down to their last ignoble defeat of the season at the
hands of Heidelberg quintet on the
winners court last Saturday night
The 61- 46 defeat was the twentyfourth setback suffered by the
Lords in 27 encounters during the
past two years Even more humiliating was the fact that this victory was only the third of the year
for the Student Prince squad
The ultimate winners took the
lead at the outset and never relinquished the margin during the
course of battle Although the
Hafelimen made a battle of it durthey
ing the first five minutes
soon fell behind and were on the
short end of a 32- 18 count at the

Of Lords

BYLINES

Elected

S1

V

26 Defeat Ends
Kenyon Schedule

j

4

i

and

61

when do we win

E

Scorer

Heidelberg

The

Trackmen Open Season
With Indoor Practice

440-

Time 3539
Kenyon won
was disqualified for leaving
before man had touched side

l

l

rrr

The hrsi
came m luc
ru
finai
final round
in which Capt Griffin
varu
nvp
Tanner
Minutes 132 seconds

Alumni Office Aids Seniors
In Search For Employment
their representatives to
interview the Kenyon seniors who
diiadiM the demand for are pointing for careers in these
college graduates has increased held
In cooperation with the offices
until now about one- half of them
the Registrar
seek and find employment in these of the Dean and will
be kept of
lields each year Most large corp- complete records
informaorations operate training schools each registrant for thewhich
confor college graduates and many tion of the firms with
send representatives to the col- tacts have been made In other
leges each winter and spring to words the placement bureau will
select seniors to develop for re- be a clearing house for information on business and industrial opsponsible positions
for Kenyon College
Almost every college offers its portunities
graduates assistance in finding students
The first of a series of blank
jobs through the medium of a
placement bureau or of an alumni forms is now available in the alumoffice of appointments In the ma- ni office to the seniors who plan
jority of cases this work is to seek employment upon graduhandled by the office of the alumni ation
The Kenyon alumni who are ensecretary or its affiliated branches
Kenyon has never offered such a gaged in business will supply inservice because in recent years formation regarding occupational
there has been no permanent alum- ODDortunities from time to time
ni office with headquarters in The experience and wisdom of
Gambier Now that the alumni of- these men will be of value to the
fice is a reality the machinery is placement office in its effort to asin motion to build up a series of sist Kenvon men to attain more
strong contacts with reputable easily the goal for which they
businesses and industries and to have set out to prepare themselves
problems of the College is prob
ably not clear to the undergrade
Maury
uates of today who never knew
anything else than what they en
now or to even some of the
Of Alumni Council joy
recent graduates
To those of us however who
have witnessed a longer span per
haps can of course realize that
the seed of cooperation and loyal
ty sown through the Alumni body
as a whole by the subtle influence
of our very existence has at times
no doubt stirred many to greater
f
i
exertions and sacrifices to the
glory of God and of Kenyon College
Unfortunately all my early cor
respondence of which there is a
vast amount is in storage and
i
hard to get at so I cannot give
t
v
you more of the early days at this
time but our Council minute books
i
i
tell the story Peirce Hall does
J
likewise and the long line of other
A
gifts that have followed since then
not only from Kenyon graduates
but from those who have been
sought out and influenced by our
i
Sons also attest these facts
t
Thanking you for giving me the
4 I
privilege of saymg these few words
in your columns to you and all
our Alumni undergraduates and
friends I am
ounaer
frliin- CiJ
Maury
Faithfully and sincerely
of the Alumni Council and Presi
Matthew F Maury
Founder of Alumni Council
dent of the Alumni Association of
Philadelphia
With

Un

KcMt

expansion

anl industry during

of inThe printed matter of many colleges and their methods organas alumni
terpreting themselves to the public at large such
college than
izations frequently prepare the stranger for a better Kenyon
that
he finds on intimate acquaintance on the grounds In
situation is reversed our usual experience being that the stranger
acwho has read our literature and observed the few organized
tivities of our alumni is surprised on visiting Gambier to find alla
so well organized so effective and in
college so upto- date
departments doing a superior job judged in terms of modern American college life In the vernacular we have somewhat undersold
ourselves
The establishment of a permanent alumni office is one of the
most important steps in providing a constant channel of description
and interpretation of the College to all that part of the public who
ought to be well informed about Kenyon to prospective students
their parents and teachers and to all the collegiate public naturally interested in any vigorous and distinguished center of higher
education not to speak of the headmasters and principals of the
leading schools The election of Bill Turner as Alumni Secretary
and the strenuous efforts on the part of the officers of the Alumni
Council and many generous alumni to ensure the organization and
continuance of the Alumni Office represents real achievement We
now have a splendid secretary and a good office I earnestly hope
that Kenyon men will support it continuously and with enthusiasm
You may be sure that the College will give the secretary assistance
and will cooperate with him at every turn
Dr Gordon Keith Chalmers

in encourage
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u

i
j
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We reprint below a letter con
cerning the founding of the Alum
ni Council by its founder Matthew
F Maury 04 It was written to
Mr Wm Turner the Alumni Secretary Mr Maury has been one
of the most active interested and
loyal members of the alumni
group for thirty- six years

February 17
Mr William G Turner
Permanent Alumni Secretary

1940

of the Alumni Council
Kenyon College
Gambier Ohio
Dear Mr Turner
Your kind air mail letter of Feb
ruary the 15th asking me to write
a few words concerning the found
ing of Kenyons Alumni Council
and its raison detre was received
on the 16th
I had been keenly aware for
many years after my graduation
and also vaguely so as an under
graduate that there was not much
concentric thought except in iso
lated cases being given by Kenyons Alumni to the fusing into
one common denominator the loyalty of her scattered sons
One evening in October 1921 I
journeyed with a friend to the
Campus of Amherst College and
as an invited guest attended a
meeting of their Alumni Council
in a great hall not unlike our
Rosse Hall and listened there awe
struck to their tremendous enthusiasm and orderly transaction
of the business in hand The occasion was the celebration of the
One Hundredth
Annivers- ary of
the founding of Amherst College
At that time the Council of the
College had been functioning for
quite some time so this was no
spontaneous out- burst born of the
moment but one that sprang from
a foundation truly established and
efficiently managed
I left the meeting firmly resolved to try to apply the inspiration
which this meeting had given me
as a clearer birth to Kenyon3
needs so that her Alumni might
be knit together in a closer and
more useful body than they ever
had been before
A number of years of hard
pioneer work followed
At first
alone and then with one or two
others and finally our present organization was born The time and
expense that it entailed individually has been worth the cost and
I look forward always to the future with faith and with thanksgiving in my heart for what has
been done in the past and what
will I am sure follow in the fu-

Don Mell Is Class

Reunion Chairman
Turner To Assist
Permanent Secretaries
Class reunions for Commence
ment 1940 are again under the
capable direction of Donald C
Mell 21 who has so ably and suc
cessfully handled them for the
past several years This year Don
is confidently expecting the classes
ending m 0 and 5 to convene m un
precedented numbers to compete
tor the William F Peirce Cup
awarded each year to the class
having the greatest percentage of
men returning
Several secretaries of reunion
ing classes are getting an early
start m reminding their classmates
to return for a week- end of con
viviality amidst the sentimental
surroundings which every Kenyon
man loves
K Wells
Simmons
Secretary of the class of 1930 has
already availed himself of the service provided by the Alumni Secretarys office in Gambier in sup
plying complete lists of the names
and addresses
of the various
classes and in addressing the envelopes and printing the letters to
be returned to the secretaries for
mailing
All class
secretaries
should get in touch with Bill
Turner Alumni Secretary who
will be glad to assist them in
every way possible in their efforts
to bring back once again their
companions of college days
Class night will take place on
Sunday June 9 in front of Old
Kenyon
Lighted transparencies
will be placed in the windows of
that historic building each bearing the numerals of one of the
reunioning classes Many of the
old entertainers and a number of
new discoveries will be present to
round out the program
Kenyon is counting on you so
make your plans now to return
for the most successful commencement in Kenyon history

Paradise Lunch Shoppe
Fine Wines Beer and

Plate Lunch

ture

The changes wrought in Alumni
support and real interest in the

UNDER HOTEL CURTIS

The Rev Dr Asahel A Bresee
Bexley 87 retired
Kenvon 80
from the rectorship of Z i o n
Church Greene N Y on October
1
1939 and became Rector Emeritus after serving in that capacity
for twenty- four years His resignation came after fifty- two years
of faithful and active service in
the Ministry He is maintaining a
residence in Greene N Y
Mr Henry B Swearing- en 88
has returned to his home in Wollaston Mass after having spent
the summer on his farm in Circleville Ohio
The Rev George F Dudley D
D 88 was elected to membership
in the Trustees of the Cathedral
Foundation and was appointed as
a member of the Diocesan Board
of Missions in the Diocese of New

To the Alumni

Uie

04 Describes

Class Notes

Chalmers To Alumni

Placement Office Clearing House
For Information Concerning Jobs
businitHH
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Chalmers Reeves Talk
At Cleveland Banquet
Kenyon Singers Honored
At Alumni Meeting
The

Alumni

Association

of

entertained the
Kenyon Singers at the largest and
Ohio

Northern

most spirited meeting held in several years The Mid- Day Club in
Cleveland was the scene of the

gathering

on

Saturday February

with about one hundred twenty five in attendance Throughout
the luncheon the Singers vied with
a select table of alumni vocalists
for the honors in rendering a number of college and fraternity songs
Both groups were roundly applauded for their excellent work
President Reg Wells introduced
Dr Chalmers and Dr Reeves the
guest speakers both of whom gave
interesting and enlightening talks
Anthony D Eastman Director of
Bill Turner
and
Admissions
Alumni Secretary were also present from the College
Alumni Dance
Guy Prosser announced that the
plans are already complete for the
Alumn- iUndergraduate
Dinner
Dance which will be held on
March 30th at the Cleveland Club
located in the Tudor Arms Hotel
Painstaking arrangements have
been made to provide good music
good food and a variety of entertainment for those who attend
The tickets are five dollars a
couple for the dinner and dance
and it is hoped that many alumni
and undergraduate who are residents of Cleveland and vicinity
will take advantage of the gracious invitation of the Association
of Northern Ohio to attend and to
help make the party a great success Tickets may be secured from
Guy W Prosser 215 Cuyahoga
Building Cleveland Ohio
As an added attraction at the
luncheon Harold Hi Smith 17
entertained and regaled the group
with some very clever and unique
piano playing
Hi was so good
that Bill Uhler immediately collared him for an appearance on
the program at the Alumni Dance
24

Jersey
Arthur L Brown
ber of
ciation
dinner
at the

nati

were punctuated with a number
of absorbing anecdotes
The other speakers on the program were Stuart McGowan 28
Registrar of the College Anthony
D Eastman Director of Admissions who discussed the problems
of new student work and the part
which the alumni play in it and
Bill Turner 36 Alumni Secretary
who reported on the alumni office
its functions purposes and plans
for the future
Secretary Joe Scherr Jr made
an announcement which was ap
plauded heartily that the sum of
15000 a year for four years has
been pledged by the members of
the association which supplement
ed by 40000 a year from the
scholarship funds of the College
will make up the 220000 Cincin
nati Alumni Prize Scholarship to
be awarded to a Cincinnati high
school senior in April 1940 The
recipient of this coveted prize will
be determined by successful participation in the Prize Scholarship
Examinations which will be held
in the latter part of April
The following
officers were
elected for the ensuing year
President William H Kite Jr
Vice- President R Gale Evans 26
Secretary- Treasurer Joe Scherr
Jr 29 The new alumni council

representatives are Frank Wright
99

and Ralph Gordon

08

Philadelphia Meeting

1906 a memthe Chicago Alumni Assowas a guest at the alumni
held on December 8 1939
University Club in Cincin-

39 AsWilliam M Allen II
sisting Professor of English in the

John deBoer Cummings
Head of the Cranbrook L
School Bloomfield Hills MiVw
was caught on the S S Colunit
ot tne rsortn tierman Lloyd
when war was declared He sta
that it was quite exciting j
awhile
The Rev Ernest Pugh 26 g
lev was elected to the Deansv
of the Northern Convocation
C1CCICU

LU

UlClllktlOlll

111

Lag

p

tees of the Cathedral Found
and was appointed as a menii
ninnacQn Vina rrl
in Lne uiuuese oj iNew Jersey
The Rev B Hitchcock 29

Af

Rector of Christ Church pai
mont west Virginia and Dean
me ivionoiiganeia convocation p
is man leu ana is uie iauier of tv
boys agea six ana iour years
E Riggs Monfort 30 is in
sales department of the Fl
Winds Frozen Foods ConiDwv
and makes his home in Niles f
ter Illinois He was married De
cember 31 1938 to a sister of f
33
liam Overbeck
The Rev J Malcolm Haight
succeeded Dr T A Conover a
of St Bernards Paris
Rector
Bernardsville Diocese of New Jet
sey
Leland G Allen 37 has accept
ed a position in the publicity de
partment of the Gruen Watc
Company He was formerly as
sociated with the Cincinnati Red
as assistant promotion manager
Lee is located in New York ft
y

3

University of Illinois has been relieved of a third of his teaching
load in order that he may be free
to devote time to work as a Counselor in the new Personnal Bureau
of the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences
The Rev Milton G Nicola 17
Bexley 18 formerly rector of
Grace Church Mansfield O is to
be rector of Grace Church Ravenna Ohio Effective March 1
the present
introduced Judge Edgar
96 of Norwalk
the
oldest alumni present who talked
briefly to the assembled group Reports on the College the Theological Seminary and the newly created Alumni Secretarys Office
were given by Stuart McGowan
Registrar of the College the Reverend Dr William C Seitz of
Bexley Hall
and Bill Turner
Alumni Secretary respectively
Entertainment was provided by
a showing of the college film
President Seitz announced that
plans are being made to hold the
annual spring meeting at the College

tivities which have been going
in the College and announced several important gifts which have

New York Alumni

dsmith

ciation
G

Martin

Honors

DrJeeves

ot

been made to various departmentof the institution in the past few
months Bill Turner the Alumm
Secretary was also present ani
was asked by Charles Jordan 18
President of the Association tt
say a few words about the recently established
alumni office
The following men were electee
to office for the coming year The
Reverend Frank R Jones
President William E Cless Jr
Vice- President
and Everett
Taylor 21 Secretary- Treasurer
The Alumni Council representatives are Fred G Clark
13 Howard Fishack
21 and Alan Gol01

E

11

Following the meeting many
the group remained to talk and
to sing some of the old favorites

of

Council Roster

Dr William Peters Reeves was
the guest of honor at the annual
dinner of the Alumni Association ALUMNI COUN JIL MEMBERof the East which was held at the SHIP AS OF MARCH 1
Guy W Prosser 16 President
University Club in New York City
on Friday evening January 19
Robert B Brown 11 Vice- Pres
His message concerning the presFrancis Ginn 32 Sec- Treag
ent state of the College as an observer who has been out of the A AT LARGE
harness for two years was hearti1938- 1941
ly received by the forty men presDon R Smith 16
ent President Chalmers delivered
Robert M Weh 28
a detailed report of the major ac
Continued on Page 5

Dr Reeves President Chalmers
and Bill Turner were guests of the
Alumni Association
of Philadelphia at the annual dinner meeting
which took place at the University
Club on Monday evening January
22nd with Matthew F Maury 04
presiding
The group of about
twenty men was saddened because
of the death four days before of
The Reverend Charles H Arndt
DD 89 a loyal devoted son of
the College and one of its most 55
HI
beloved alumni A letter of sympa- m
thy written by Matthew F Maury
was signed by all members of K
CO
group and sent to Mrs Arndt and m
m
her three sons John 21 David
m
24 and Robert 27
GUNS AND AMMUNITION
President Chalmers gave an in- m
m
teresting report of current proFISHING TACKLE
gress at the College followed by m
m
an address by Dr Reeves
Mr Hi
RACKET RESTRINGING
Maury the founder of the Alumni m
Council reviewed the history of m
m
that body and discussed the pur- m
Cincinnati Alumni
poses for which it was founded m
10 S MAIN ST
MOUNT VERNON O
He stressed particularly the value Hi
EEEKEISEESIIISIffi
of permanant alumni headquarters
Hear Dr
at the College with a full time
secretary to carry on the work
About forty enthusiastic mem- Bill Turner the new Alumni SecreNo matter how small or how large the Dance
bers of the Association of Cincin- tary was called upon to tell about
nati heard President Chalmers in- the alumni office and its functions
is flowers are always appreciated
teresting report of conditions on
the Hill and of the state of
Send her a corsage
learning in Gambier at a successful dinner meeting at the UniverSay It With Flowers
sity Club on Friday evening December 8 William H Kite Jr
In a departure from the usual
09
Acting President since the custom of holding but one meetdeath last summer of Patterson ing a year about twenty members
Pogue 18 presided and following of the Association of the Firelands
Dr Chalmers address
Cor Gambier Street
introd- gathered in Martins restaurant
South Main
uced James G Stewart 02 tanausKy tor a banquet on Fri-in
Mount Vernon
Mayor of Cincinnati as the next day evening January 26 Alden
Ohio
speaker His appropriate remarks Seitz 22 President of the asso

MULLEN

Chalmers

Firelands Meeting

SHARPS FLOWER SHOP

i
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Just Arrived
GABARDINE TOP COATS
985
1095
2500
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Whenever Alumni return to Kenyon

The ALCOVE Restaurant

MENS HABERDASHERY
Cor Vine and Main Streets
Mt Vernon Ohio

The New Sensation
CARS LUBRICATED
While In Swaying Motion

S

They Always Eat at

Harley A Lemasters

Known All over Ohio for its Fine Foods and Service

j

Most popular of all with Undergraduates who give
their Parents and Girls a Treat by
bringing them Here

Gambier St Super Service

Delicious Candies and Fountain Service

103 W Gambier St

We Cater to Parties

Mt Vernon Ohio
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To
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Alumni Council Honor Roll
to

The Alumni Council wishes
to thank all
take this opportunity
Alumof those who have paid their
If your name is
ni Council dues
not on the Honor Roll reprinted
200
below send your check for
Ginn SecretaryTr- easurer

Francis

to

Cleveland

University Club

The alphabetical list of duespaying members is printed below
We are also printing a list of the
number of men in each class who
have paid their dues
Ohio

Robert G Aho 39
39
David W Albee
Major Frank A Allen
Richard W Allen 35
William T Allen 13
Sir Herbert Ames 36

Jr

20

LLD

Herman R Ascher Jr 38
Paul E Ayers 39
Earl D Babst 93
Albert H Bates KMA
William B Beck 94
95
Dr Albert J Bell
37
John W Bingham Jr
KMA
C D Blake
00
James V Blake
Dr Theodore Bliss 22
Walter H Blocher 25
90
William B Bodine

The Rev

DD

Chester

33

B

Emerson

R Gale Evans 26
Dr Howard P Fishback 06
Henry J Fisher KMA
John W Ford 39
William E Forsythe 26
George W Freeman 15
The Rt Rev James E Freeman

25

LLD

Carl R Ganter 99
Joe K Garretson 19
Harry L Gayer 15
Francis Ginn 32
Lionel E Glass 21
Convers Goddard 02
Thomas S Goddard 03
Marcus S Goldman 16
Alan G Goldsmith 11
Ralph F Gordon 08
J Frank Gay KMA
The Rev William A Grier
Russel Q Gruber
37
Robert T Haase 32
James W Hamilton 06
Lawrence P Hancock 87
Alva I Hardy 10
89
Frederick W Harnwell

97

Walter J Morris

02

Harry

33

The Rev William C Munds 28
Alfred A Murfey 11
Shirley R Naysmith
27
E E Neff 94
Dr James A Nelson 98
J Dwight OFerrall 14
Raymond W Osborne 35 LLD
Fred H Palmer Jr 22
The Reverend Gerard F Patterson 37 DD
William W Peabody 87
A

Peters

LHD

Guy W Prosser 16
The Rev Ernest Pugh 26
Ralph C Ringwalt
94
Francis S Rogers 19
Arthur L Sackett 10
J Atlee Schafer 17
E Dale Shaffer 39
George B Schley 02
Tdward R Seese 17
Paul F Seibold 19
Alden Seitz 22
Earl Van Seitz 24
The Rev Dr William C Seitz

15

The Rev William M Sidener 98
The Reverend Herman S SideDr Leonard W Haynes 23
ner 21
William W Hearne 83
R Wells Simmons 30
Clark Henderson 39
Dr John A Sipher 96
The Rev H Ralph Higgins 28
Kohn G Boggs 07
Donald R Smith 16
26
Daniel M Braddock
The Rev Marcus B Hitchcock
John L Snook 19
29
J Kell Brandon 02
Edward Southworth 10
Rev Asahel A Bresee DD
80
The Rt Henry Wise Hobson
Arthur Val- Spinosa 01
Edgar A Brown 22
DD 30
96
Dr Henry Stanbery
Harry W Brown 37
Hamilton E Hoge 90
George Craig Stewart 15
W A Hopple 24
James E Brown 24
L D Strutton 31
Robert B Brown 11
The Rev Philip W Hull 12
Arthur B Sullivan 97
O
H
Walter
Brown 06
Frank
Humberger 06
88
Henry B Sweraingen
Charles L Browne
07
Philip T Hummel 23
Alfred K Taylor 06
Levi H Burnett
96
Dr Lewis Horxthal 18
John W Thomas Jr 30
The Rt Rev Lewis W Burton
Reuben S Jap 06
The Rev David W Thornberry
S

John

DD 73
Fred W Butler 08
David L Cable
21
Maurice D Campbell
24
The Rev Donald V Carey
25
Dr Theodore M Cartmell
03
John W Clements
12
William E Cless Jr
25
Robert A Cline 16
Dr R D Clippinger
95
Walter T Collins 03
Dr Walter H Coolidge 12
Alvin A Corey
26
William A Cornelius
24
Dr Roy C Costello 27
William N Cromwell 04 LLD
Albert L Culbertson
06
John De Boer Cummings
22
Wilbur L Cummings
02
The Rev George Davidson DD
Theodore

C

T G Laney

H

Eisenman

14

James

S Todd 18
George T Trumbull 26
The Rt Rev Beverly D Tucker

38

STD

92

Howard E Lockwood 29
The Rev Donald MacAdie 22
Frank B Mallet 13
39
Miss Elizabeth Matthews

LLD

12
Ralph M Watson
R A Weaver 12
Robert M Weh 28
Carl A Weiant 05
Carl A Weiant Jr 37
Fred S Weida 17
Reginald D Wells 25
P Herbert Welsh 28

Leo W

Wertheimer

99

The Rt Rev Lewis B Whittemore 39 DD
John N Wickham 13
Albert H Wiggin 29 LLD
John N Wilkin 21
Wiseman 10
Mark
13
G Wood 28
Joseph
Samuel A B Mercer Litt Sac
Charles C Wright 96
39
Clarence V Metcalf 17
Colvin E Wright 38
Jack Moore 31
Howard B Wright 02
The Rev Luman J Morgan 29
N Wyant 03
William
LL
37
Spencer
Miller
Jr
Dr
George I Zollinger 21
Marsh 27
Matthew F Maury 04
Richard W Maxwell 19
Fred McGlashan 08
The Rev John C McKim 04
The Rev Vernon C McMaster
Charles

Dudley

Edelblute

W

96

The Rev Walter F Tunks 10
Allan Vaughn 39
Leland A Vaugh 04
The Rev Charles T Walkley 92
The Rev Dr Orville E Watson

Frank Langstrom Jr 39
Dr John W Larcomb 16
Dr O A Lashley 21
Dr Arthur B Lewis 30
Roger S Littleford 10

24

F

20

DD
Mark C Kinney 10
Augustus A Koski 30
Rudolph J Kutler 26

28

Drake
George

Jerpe

39

Diller 25
Douthirt 88

DD 88
Alvan E Duerr
93
Angus W Dun
80
The Rev Rolla Dyer 76
The Reverend Lucius

M

22

George C Jones 09
Charles C Jordan 18
Frank A Kapp 09
The Reverend Alden D Kelley

02

Walstein F
Neal Dow
Dr John C
The Rev

Foster Harris

03

D

Number Of Dues Paid Members By Classes
KMA

3
1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
2

73
76
80
83
87
87

1
2
2

3
2

otop

ana

29

30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

15

5
2

16

2
2

18
19
20

1

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

01
02
03
04
05
07
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
17

i

6
7
2
7
6
7
3
6
4
5
2
2
2
0
2
3
5
3

12
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Weddings and Engagements

In Memoriam

1930

Dr Donald Bruce Mansfield and
Louise Elliott Littlehale of Boston Massachusetts daughter of
the late Mr and Mrs Merritt Littlehale of San Francisco
Calif
were married late in December
1939 Miss Littlehale is a graduate
of the Winson School Bryn Mawr
College and the Yale School of
Law and she also studied for a
year at the Sorbonne in Paris
Dr Mansfield received his A B
at Kenyon has law degree at Duke
university and the degree of Doctor of Science of Law at Yale Law
School

Rev Dr LcHis Brown

summer Nights Dream and The
The
Student Prince Recently he was
Lewis Brown the off- stage voice of Happy in
Rev Dr
The
of
emeritus
St Snow White and the Seven
82 rector
Rpxlev
tails Church Indianapolis died Dwarfs
rH
ofl Ua hurt hoar in
on
The Rev Dr Clmrles H Arndt
char

was known throughout In
lna because of his lodge and
social service work
h

Charles Henry Amdt
for many years rector

Christ Church
Philadelphia died

Weston Hearne 1883
William
died December 18 1939 at
Pennsylvbis home in St Davids
ab

Mr Hearne was active in
as an importer of iron
manganese until his death He
80 years old

ania

usiness
nd
as

Dr
89

of

Hearne

William W

Rev

Iota

Germantown
on January
19th in Hahnemann Hospital foluowing an illness which began
shortly after Thanksgiving when
he was stricken with a heart attack He was in his 76th year
Dr Arndt was a native of
Adrian and Sundusky O and attended Kenyon ollege receiving his
BA degree in 1889 his MA degree in 1892 and his DD degree
in 1921 He came to the Philadelphia Divinity School in 1892 and
was ordained in the priesthood in
1893 At the same time he became
assistant to the rector of Christ
Church Rev
John B Falkner
whose daughter
Helen Moore
Falkner he married in 1898
He was associate rector of the
church from 1894 to 1896 when
he took a years leave of absence
to take charge of the Church of
the Holy Spirit at Nice France
Returning he became rector of
Christ Church until 1934 when he
took charge of the American Episcopal Church in Rome Italy
He retired in 1936 Since that
time he made his home at the
Chresheim Arms Chestnut Hill
He was a Mason a member of
the Psi Upsilon Fraternity and
an honorary member of the Union
League Philadelphpia
Dr Arndt was one of our most
beloved Kenyon Alumni and all
those who remember him will feel
deeply grieved at his passing
He is survived by his wife and
three sons John F Arndt 21
David B Arndt 24 and Robert

jlr Hearne was one of the last
y surviving members of the
enyon Chapter of Theta Delta
National Greek
hi the second
stter Society of which a chapter
las established at the
College
beta Delta Chi was established
College in August
t Kenyon
g54 disbanded by the Civil War
re- established
1861
March 19
and finally withdrawn in
J70
Though several strong atj889
mpts were made to do so in the
it was never
ast thirty years
svived on the Hill
In June of 1938 Mr Hearne rejrned to the Hill for his fiftyfth Reunion at which time he
as the only member of his class
resent and the oldest living alumus to attend the reunion exerises Always an enthusiastic Kenon man he talked before the renioning classes that weekend In
hiladelphia he regularly has atended Kenyon alumni luncheons
nd seldom has missed a tennis
aatch around that city when a
enyon man has been playing In
November 1939 he spent an afternoon on the Hill on the way
Sast from Chicago
among
Mr Hearne is survived
ither close relatives by Robert B N D Arndt
27
11 Harry W Brown II
Brown
37 and Robert B Brown
Jr 40 The Rev Dr Ernest Sunderland
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1933

Frederick Peter Heitman

Jr

and

Loraine
Eileen
Lansing
daughter of Mr and Mrs Albert
J Lansing of Wilmette Illinois
were married in the Lady Chapel
of St Lukes Church with the
Very Reverend Gerald G Moore
officiating
1935

James
Kathryn
ter of
Prenter

Radcliffe Alexander and
Swenson Prenter daughMrs Christine Swensson
Pennsylof Pittsburg
vania were married in the Twentieth Century Club of that city on

January

20

1940
1937

Samuel George Carton Jr and
Frances Alberta Vezina daughter
of Mrs Lillian Vezina of Flint
Michigan were married on Saturday afternoon October 14 at the

home of the brides brotherinl- aw
and sister Mr and Mrs M E
Ziegel of Flint The marriage service was read by the Reverend
John C Carlton of Marquette
brother of the bridegroom
1939

Elmer Dale Shaffer and Jane
Harrison
daughter of Mr and
Mrs Harry P Harrison Kenilworth Illinois were married in the
home of the brides parents on
November 25 1939 Miss Harrison
attended Scripps College in California and Wellesley where she received a B A degree last June
Mr and Mrs Shaffer are making
their home at the Cold Stream
Farm Lexington Kentucky

Engagements
Esther Rodman

Stone
Samuel Slater
Stone of Rumford New Jersey to
25 asDr Hunter Kellenberger
sistant professor of French at
Brown university Providence
Rhode Island
Miss Augusta Watson daughter
of Mr and Mrs James D Watson
of Tiffin Ohio to Edwards Ned
Porter 31 Tiffin Ohio
Miss Ruth Evelyn Harder
daughter of Mr and Mrs George
N Harder Escanaba Michigan to
Jack Clement Pittsford 34
Miss Anne Elizabeth Elmers
daughter of Mr and Mrs H B
to
Illinois
Elmers
Rockford
Charles Lewis Lord 36 of Gambier Ohio
Miss

daughter

of Mrs

Hold Winter Meeting
Chapel and Theological
Committees Formed

i

I

Isalys

I

Frank

Council Roster
Continued from Page

1937- 1940
S F Harris

W

Wright

G

99

DETROIT
The Reverend C Wellington
27
Hughes
ASSN OF THE EAST
11
Alan Goldsmith
Fred G Clark 13
Howard G Fishack 21
THE FIRELANDS
Adgar C Martin 96
KANSAS CITY
Timothy W Bradley 16
KNOX COUNTY
Rudolph J Kutler 26
Dr John C Drake
THE MAHONING VALLEY
C Benton Senft
11
29
C A Christopher
MINNESOTA
Henry S Gregg
NEW ENGLAND
Henry B Swearingen 88
NORTHERN OHIO
R D Wells 25
Fred Palmer Jr 22
William G Uhler 26
Charles F McGuire Jr 19
David Cable 21
Noble Van Voorhis 18
THE OHIO VALLEY
Ralph D Nicholson 17
PHILADELPHIA
Allen D Sapp 18
PITTSBURG
James W Hamilton 06
ST LOUIS
Donald J Henry 11
TOLEDO
C B Shaffer
26
Carlton F Taylor 37
Donald R Smith 16
WASHINGTON D C
The Rev Mr J J Dimon 98
WESTERN NEW YORK
Richard W Brouse 11

4

22

E Cless 25

Ohio and the PresiR W Simmons
30
dent of the College
Carlton F Taylor 37
The Committee on the Theological School established a Special
ELECTED BY
Fund- Raising Committee for the B
THE COUNCIL
Theological School consisting of
1937 1940
Mr William G Mather Honorary
Leo W Wertheimer
99
Mr Richard Inglis
Chairman
Leo W Wertheimer
Executive Chairman The Rev Dr
Walter H Brown
Phil Porter Secretary The Rev
1938 1941
Dr Walter F Tunks The Rev Dr
Carl A Weiant 05
William R Kinder Mr Laurence
E R Seese 17
Norton Mr C C Wright and Mr
1939 1942
Carl R Ganter
Charles G Jordan 18
The Board elected three memThomas E Davey 16
bers of the faculty to named
Prochairs Professor Ransom
Seventeen miles of shelves have
fessor Burner and Assistant Pro- C
ELECTED BY LOCAL
been added to the University of
fessor Weist Professor Ransom
ALUMNI ASSN
Illinois library They 11 accommowas elected Carnegie Professor of
AKRON
Poetry to occupy the Carnegie
date half a million books
Donald C Nell 31
Chair of Poetry established by the
gift of 60000 from the Carnegie
Corporation
The duties of the
COMPLIMENTS OF
new chair are three- fold the editorship of the Kenyon Review
RALSTON and TITUS BARBER SHOP
regular course instruction in one
course per year and such literary
South Main Street
activities as the incumbent may
Kenyon
given
men Rood haircut for many yean
Weve
himself determine upon and pursue

The Board of Trustees of the
College held its mid- winter meeting in Cleveland on February 17
Reporting on the work of the various committees of the Board and
the Board itself President ChalGrandsons
made the following announceThe Rev Dr L Ernest Sunder- mers
Alfred Hoyt Granger
07 died in New ments
land Bexley
Mr Wilbur L Cummings
02
York on November 23
Alfred Hoyt Granger
87 dehe was elected Chairman of the ExBorn in De Kalk Illinois
signer of Peirce Hall
nationally graduated from Middlebury Col- ecutive Committee the position
known
architect
and a former lege and from Befley Hall He that was made vacant by the
trustee of Kenyon
died at his served from 1910 to 1919 as mis- death of Mr Henry G Dalon
The Trustee Committee on the
home Few Acres Roxbury
Conn sion superintendent in Cleveland
was enlarged by the adon December 3
and for the past twenty years had Library
Born in Zanesville
Ohio
Mr been superintendent of the New dition of the Reverend Dr Walter
Mr Robert A Weaver
Granger was the son of
Judge York Protestant Episcopal City F Tunks as
remaining
Chairman Mr LaurMoses
Moorhead Granger and Mission Society
ence Norton and President Chal PjessoiLBumerwaseleQtedEeawJ
Mry Hqvt He wnsnorrpa- Mnpih
mers also being members
ew ot ueneral
body Professor of Mathematics
William T SherHenry G Dalton
A Committee on the College and Civil Engineering
man and of John Sherman
to occupy
In his
Chapel was
consisting the chair which became vacant at
youth he spent much time in
their
The death of Henry G Dalton of the Bishopestablished
of Ohio the Bishop the death of Professor Reginald
company and in that of Henry
LLD 27 on December 27 ended
Adams and was thus part
of the the career of a man who had in- EISEIEEEEBEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEESEl
group known as
The Souls
timately connected with Kenyon
VISIT
After graduating from Kenyon
as trustee and benefactor since
where he was a
Dairy
Store
member of Delta 1920
Kappa Epsilon in 1887
Alfred
109 South Main Street
centennial commencethe
At
Granger studied
NEWLY REMODELED
architecture at ment in 1924 Mr Dalton announcthe Massachusetts
m
Institute of ed the gift of a science hall to be
GRILL AND LUNCHEON SERVICE
Technology and at the Ecole des
business
friend
and
his
1
named
for
SPECIALS
FOUNTAIN
Beaux Arts in
Paris Thereafter associate the late Samuel Mather
he entered
upon a career which This building The Samuel Mather SISEBIEBBEEEHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
made him one of
the best known Science Hall was designed by
architects in the
United States Garfield and erected and equipped
Among the many
important build- at a cost of 50000
Since its
ngs he designed
Peirce Hall is opening Mr Dalton has contriamong the finest
and is the most buted liberally to increasing its
familiar to Kenyon men
equipment and his will included
Mr Granger
was a major of a large bequest for the college
engineers in the
World War He
Mr Dalton was a director of
Fellow of the American Missouri Pacific and other affiliatThe sign of the Newest Dance Hits
Statute of Architects and
the ed Van Sweringen railroads for
have hours of endless enjoyment with
Youll
Association
of Engin several years He was formerly
eera
the Latest Releases
president of the Interlake Iron
was author of Corporation
and a director in
Lifp nfGnger
Charle3
Follen McKim
EnL
many well- known industrial orKNECHT- FEENEY ELEC CO
Englands
j

Theodore L Bliss
CENTRAL OHIO
H K Davies 08
34
John B Tritsch
CHICAGO
Robert B Brown 11
Bruce W Kenyon 36
David Jasper 38
R Wells Simmons 30
CINN AND VICINITY
Ralph F Gordon 06

1939- 1942

of Southern

Board Of Trustees

Mr Weist was
Bryant Allen
elected the Emma N Dempsey
Assistant Professor of Greek
The Board of Trustees ratified
the reappointment to the faculty
and staff of the following men
whose current appointments expired this year Mr Anthony Dey
Eastman Assistant Professor of
German and Dean of Freshmen
Dr Samuel B Cummings Jr Associate Professor of Psychology
Mr James Roll Browne Assistant
Professor of Spanish Mr Norman
W Johnson
part- time instructor
in English and Secretary of the
Kenyon Review the Reverend Mr
Thomas V Barrett who is Chaplain of the College was reappointed to the instructorship in the
English Bible
Mr Norris Rahming the Director of Art was reappointed
Yearly contracts were
again voted for Mr Rudolph J
Kutler the Director of Athletics
Mr Charles C Imel and Mr
Dwight L Hafeli Assistant Directors of Athletics
The recommendations
of the
College auditors Messrs Ernst
and Ernst with respect to a redefinition of the principles governing the allocation of general expenses to the Theological School
and the undergraduate College
were formally accepted by the
Board of Trustees

Everything for the Party
AT

MYERS SUPPLY CO
116 W

High

Street

Phone 894

All Mixes and 42 Proof

CANNED

BEERS

Wines and Champagne
12 PM Except Sunday

Open 8 AJVI
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Kenyn has been spontaneous and of long

MA

TmCOmedian died in duration His example has meant
Indlana on January a great deal to his many associa DaUve of Zanesville
ates in Kenyon affairs In many

MrHarlnnTCeSSful
as

om ganizations
Spirit President Chalmers said of him
Mr Dalton was a much- loved
member of the board His leadership was respected and admired
and his generosity to the college

1920 nnrt f

Stae career respects the impress of his warm

Came a screen actor and forceful personality is to be
Part in such films found in the college of the present

Mount Vernon Ohio

6 South Main St

BEST HOT

DOGS

IN TOWN

AT

KALERS HAMBURGER INN
Hambergers and Coney Islands 5c
Mount Vernon Ohio
South Main Street
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Showboat

Mid and the past two decades

THE HOME of FRIENDLY

HOME- TOWN PAPERS

Kinds of Pipes and Tobaccos

BRINING

NEWS STORE

South Main Street

Mt

Vernon

Ohio

Stop In and Browse Around

FOR

Exide Batteries
Goodyear Tires
Products
Gulf Petroleum
Complete Service

M C

DAVY TIRE CO

200 West High Street

g

BEER

Phone 1122
1st

SALE ON WINTER APPAREL
GLOVES

SWEATERS
FLANNEL SHIRTS
SOCKS

The College Shop

COLLEGE
SERVICE STATION
SHELL PRODUCTS

C

OURPRJSING in its delicious
in its genuine old- time smack and
goodness
flavor
Berghoff is brewed today the same as
it was more than fifty years ago the slow oldfashioned way For a pleasant surprise
one
that youll want to repeat again and again ask
for Berghoff Beer

BERGHOFF BREWING CORPORATION

Owned and Operated by

FORT WAYNE

Kenyon Students
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THATS THE WORD

SERVICE

Every Magazine Published
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Phone 585

VERNON

BEVERAGE

INDIANA
COMPANY
Mt Vernon
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KENYON
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Allen 13
Is Rancher
BUI

Wolfe Discusses

Kenyon 44
Being Selected

Is

Alumnus Lives In
Santa Cruz Valley
Winding its way through the
Santa Cruz Valloy in the river of
Rising almost
tins same name
from the rivers bank are the San-by
ta fata Mountains dominated aspine clad Mount Haldy which
cends to almost ten thousand feet
Here in the heart of the old cattle
counry is one of the most beautiful and romantic spots in Arizona
Here just outside the half Mexican village of Tubac Bill Allen 13a
Psi U from Kunyon class of
has his new elaborately equipped
guest ranch- just twenty miles
from Old Mexico Hills warm feelthe college on the
ing toward
his alma mater prompted
hill
him to call this neat little ranch
Kenyon Ranch
When Hill was on the Hill he
was known among his classmates
for his piano playing and renderings on hi accorclian Many a
night he was the center of the
singing in the Psi U parlor and
he is still spreading the fame of
Kenyon songs Active on the camhe played on the football
pus
team and was a member of the
glee club now he is one of Kenyons most loyal alumni
After graduating from college
Bill went into business with the
Porcelain Company
Philidelphia
and became president of that fism
Then he spent four years in Europe and returned to go into business with his brother Stanley Alienalso
a Kenyon man who was
president of the Kemper- Thomas
Stove Company But this was not
the life for Bill and when his
health took him to Arizona he de
sided to stay their and build a
ranch So now Bill Allen has
the distinction of being the only
Kenyon man to name his company
after the college in fact the Kenyon Ranch Company is probably
the only ranch owned and managed by a Kenyon man

Kenyon Oberlin
Speech Festival
Continued from Page
were founded within the same decade Kenyon in 1824 Wabash in
1832 both were founded by Dartmouth graduates Bishop Chase
was Dartmouth 1796 and Caleb
Millr
was
founder of Wabash
The professor of speech at Wabash is W N Brigance author
of many widely accepted speech
texts and teacher of nine college
professors among them Dr Black
and Professor Auer who was here
this afternoon His students have
been prize winners in both oratory
and debate contests all luring his
near score of years of teaching
Dr Brigance will also judge the
final round of the Kenyon TKA
intramural speech contest which
will be next Tuesday

Russo

Continued from Page 1
ous with their time and energy in
calling on them and talking to
them about Kenyon
Even a return postcard filled
out with the name and address of
a promising boy is enough to set
up a contact which may result in
strengthening the entering class
The alumni are the chief source of
such contacts insofar as they are
willing to help the College can
count on securing an increasingly
fine group of men as undergrauates and eventually as alumni
concerning
the
Interviewed
scholarship program of the ColBayes Norton
Professor
lege
chairman of the Faculty Committee on Scholarships stated that in
his opinion the Kenyon Prize
Scholarships offered this year for
the third time are succeeding admirably in bringing to the College
a fine type of all- around boy
The College now offers annualeach
Prize Scholarships
ly 12
covering up to full tuition for four
1600 They are awarded
years
to men of general promise on the
basis of competitive examinations
in twelve subjects usually covered
in high schools The candidate if
a resident of Ohio takes the ex
otherwise
amination at Kenyon
at some convenient center This
year the examinations will be giv
en on April 27th in the following
subjects Mathematics Chemistry
Physics Biology French Spanish
Greek Latin English
German
and American Literature English
Writing and History
Promising candidates who fail
to win the competition in their
chosen subject are automatically
considered for general scholar
ships This is one of the strongest
and has
features of the plan
brought many promising men to
the College
Through the generosity of various alumni and friends of the College several of the scholarships
have been increased so as to cov
er more than tuition Scholarships
up to
2200 during four years
are available through this means
to men who live or go to school
in Detroit Cincinnati the North
Shore of Chicago and Springfield
Ohio In addition the alumni of
County have contributed
Knox
considerable sums to supplement
scholarships
for Knox County
boys
Dr Norton expressed the hope
that alumni would encourage good
cations in before the dead- line
April 1st The Committee has on
hand material which it will be
glad to send to all prospects suggested by alumni
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Continued from Page 1
goods both from Russia and from
will
uumania Whether this delay outhave an affect on the future
come of the European war is still
unknown
What may have a greater affect
on the outcome of the war is the
antagonism in the Nazi party The
including
wild men
so- called
Goebbels
Hitler Himmler Hess
and Rosenberg constitute one faction which only desires German
unity The recent bombings in the
Munich beer hall and in the Air
Ministry in Berlin may be attributed to the desire of one of the
factions to gain complete control
for themselves One of the inter
esting facts in this controversy is
chat Goerings first assistance is
a Jew by the name of Milch When
accused of having a Jew as his
assistant Goering is reported to
have said When I say a man is
not a Jew he is not a Jew Incidentally
Herr Goering is the
most popular man in the Nazi regime both in Germany and abroad
When asked about the part that
the United States should play in
the present world crisis Mr Wolfe
stated that this country should
stay out of foreign conflicts and
attempt to solve its domestic
problems In this regard he warned the United States not place an
embargo upon Japan which most
probably would force Japan to acquire the Eastern possessions of
Great Britain Holland and the
United States and thereby draw
us into an unnecessary war
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VlVIAN BOSWELL

operator

at the busy switchboard of
Chicagos Stevens Hotel
largest in the world take
time out to enjoy a Chesterfield

PipH

Chesterfield is Americas
Busiest Cigarette because
Cooler- Smoking
and Definitely
Milder
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BetterT-
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ASK FOR CHESTERFIELD

lodais Definifei MiJer

Dont Forget that She
Likes Flowers

COOLER-

Y Jpr7y iff

Give Her a Corsage

BETTER-

TASTING CIGARETTE

this dance week- end

Call for all the good things you want
in a cigarette Chesterfield has them

WILLIAMS

Chesterfields are Cooler
Chesterfields are Definitely Milder
MILDNESS
TASTE
Chesterfields Taste Better
COOLNESS

Flower Shop

In size in shape in the way they
burn everything about Chesterfield
makes it the cigarette that satisfies You

Next to Square on South Main Street
Mount Vernon Ohio
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HOTEL WISNER

Copyright 1940
Myers
Tobacco Co

Mt Vernon Ohio

buy a better cigarette
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COMPLIMENTS

THE JACOBS SHOE
REPAIR SHOP

SMOKING

Liggett
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Sohio Service Station
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McGregor Sweaters

R V Headington

WHY SEND YOUR LAUNDRY HOME
WE OFFER
PROFESSIONAL LAUNDRY SERVICE
3 DAY SERVICE
CALL FOR IT AND DELIVER IT
LOWEST PRICES

Super Service Station
Dependable Products
Reliable Service

Hickok Jewelry

Corner Vine
Mulberry Streets
Phone 907 M

Michael Stern Clothes

WORLEYS

SOUTH LEONARD

Mt Vernon
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Lomor Straus
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IN MOUNT VERNON
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FINE LUNCHES

DINNERS
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a Pleasant Companionship

SHORT ORDERS

SMITHS DINER
Formerly Hortons

M

an appetizing snack
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STUDENTS
Meet Your Class Mates

THE SUNSET CLUB
BEER

ENTERTAINMENT
2 FLOOR

WIDEMANS

PITKINS

And Your Friends At

LIQUOR

and a bottle of

jg

WINE
FOOD

PROVISION

STORE

FINE BEER

THE BEST IN FOODS
133-

SHOWS 2

to top it off

137 South Main Street
Mt Vernon Ohio

You Will Enjoy It

AND

DANCE

ORCHESTRA

Distributed by

FOUNDED IN MOUNT VERNON OHIO IN 1869

Saturday and Sunday Nights
Chicken

Steak

BY APPOINTMENT

Chop

Dinners
PHONE 2063 B

Mt Vernon Beverage Company
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One of Ohios
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THE RINGWALT POLICY
MOST MODERN

Ohio

Phone 585

Small City Stored
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